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When printed in 1996 the AQUALOG reference book South American Cichlids 2 (ISBN

3931702073), contained all known species of the genus Apistogramma. In the meantime many new

species have been discovered. Now we have made a start on updating with this AQUALOG Extra,

which contains photos mainly of species and variants which to date have not figured in the main

AQUALOG book, South American Cichlids 2. In the case of new fishes that are very similar to

species already known for some time, then the later are also pictured for comparison. Likewise,

where a new import has been given only a number to distinguish it in the trade (for example,

Apistogramma sp. Paraguay I and Apist. Spec. Paraguay II, etc.), all relevant species/variants are

illustrated for purpose of comparison, in order to make accurate identification possible. And finally,

some long-known fishes are included again because they have now been scientifically determined,

for example, Apistogramma sp. Sunset, which is now correctly known as Apist. Atahualpa. All in all,

on over 220 fantastic color photos is shown why Apistogramma became such popular dwarf

cichlids.
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Its great to be able to identify or look up some of the newer finds. Any aquarist should find it useful.

All of the Aqualog books are excellent value, although they are not particularly cheap. They are full

to the brim with first class colour photographs and to reproduce these in a book is an expensive

process. Whether they are about many of the different beautiful fishes now coming into the aquarist

trade or in this case specifically the Apistogramma species of fishes many of which are among the



most beautiful fishes. They are first class for identifying that fish that you have had for some time,

but have not been able to put a name to.This is a really beautiful book with some stunning

photographs and for anyone interested in Apistogramma in particular and fish-keeping in general it

is a book to be treasured.

Excellent photos and info for ID. As usual for Aqualog, another great book with fantastic photos! If

you're an Apisto fan, scoop it up!

I am very satisfied, with both the product itself as well as the service!

While the photos are good, there is little information about the fishes. The book is certainly not worth

the price.

Great book
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